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78 THE ART AMATEUR. 
MANTELS, FErDERS, AVD FIRE-IRONS.* 

THE mantelpiece shotuld be an important feature. in 
anv room. In the dining-room it may be of unpolished 
mahogany, or walnut, or painted pine, with a lining of 
black or golden Sienna marble; the lower panels mnay 
be filled. in with -good painted. subject tiles, 
or delicate carving of fruit, the'main shelf 
sufficiently, broad to take- if necessary, the 
various ornaments, useful. or otherwise, 
which are, wanted, with perhaps a centre 
panel for a good portrait or subject picture, 
framed in boldly carved moulding; round it, 
on either side, might. be plain panelling, 
carried up to the ceiling line, with recesses 
for sculpture or bronzes, or tiers of shelves, 
for those whose tastes lie in china or other 
bric-a-brac; the'top perhaps finished with a 
bold -curved cove, - filled in with stamped 
leather or decorative enrichment. 

For the drawing-room and library I would 
suggest designed mantels of similar charac 
ter, but carried out to meet the special re 
quirements of the twvo rooms ; in the, one 
might be. subdued. delicate: embroidery, 
painted tiles, or Japaniese lacquer . panels, 
with recessed shelves lined with. velvet, to 
set off the china or glass, the sides formed 
into groups of useful shelves or brackets, 
and the-ceatre filled With a.splayed. Venetian 
glass, of not too great-a height from the 
groun:d to. be rendered useless,- and of suffi 
cient- size to reflect .the.works of. art in the 
room,:and thus add to its cheerfulness and 
charm.,' 

In the, library I .would arrange small 
flanking;cupboards for cigars or for tobacco 
for those'-who smoke, with shelves for china 
or books, to carry on. the general, furniture 
of. the room, so that the mantelpiece should 
not: appear -as the one break in -the line. 
But,' above all,. -please, to understand that 

these mantelpieces should .be designed so as 
to be' not mere objects of 'ornament, but 
absolutely useful as pieces of furniture. Why 
sho'uld 'not flanking cupboards be provided 
for-guns, swords, and fishing-rods, anid the 
various paraphernalia of a sportsman or of 
a'soldier? If the cupboards be made air 
and' du'st-tight, all these belongings, which, 
to their detriment, are generally stowed 
away in cases and cupboards, -may be kept 
mote carefully, and add materially to the 
general appearance of the room, giving it 
at onc'e an air of use as well as of comfort. 

For not a very large sum you may get a 
really good mnantelpiece', the fireplace lined 
with' tiles of good design; and a dog-grate 
that shall burn coals o'r wood in the winter, 
or be fitted to hold flowers in the summer-time; and 
for almost the price of an ordinary marble mantel, you 
may in your bedrooms get one of painted pine, with art 
tiles that will not offend the eye whenever you look 
upon them. 

In the smaller bedrooms or dressing-rooms, where 
space is not over 
ample, I-see no rea 
son why the mantel 
piece should not, to 
a certain extent, *be 
formed into a sort 
Of dressing-table. 
Above the shelf, 
which adapts itself 
easily for all dress 
ing paraphernalia, 
on either side, might 
be formed small cup 
boards, useful for 
many purposes, the 
centre spaces be 
tween being filled up 
by a sufficiently large looking-glass, flanked with light 
movable brackets. for gas or candles, the whole made 
of pine stained and polished, or painted and varnished, 
or of some other inexpensive wood. 

An arrangement of this kind would naturally not be 
* Adapted and abridged from a lecture recently delivered by Robert 

W, Edis in London. 

suitable for the more important work of a lady's toilet; 
but in small bachelor or. dressing-rooms, it would, I 
venture to think, be found sufficient for all purposes, 
and infinitely better than the movable table, which 
generally occupies the whole window space, the white 
dressing-table cover of which, however charming it 
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may be when first put on, too soon gets smeared and 
spotted with the blacks and dust which blow in when 
ever the window is opened, or find their way myste 
riously but surely through cracks and crevices, one 
knows not how, to the certain ruin, as regards cleanli 
ness, of everything within their reach. 

?'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' 

OVERDOOR DECORATION FOR A MUSIC-ROOM. 

In ordinary bedrooms, a plain pine painted and var 
nished mantel can be put up at a very small expense. 

Before leaving the subject of fireplaces, let me say a 
few words about grates and fenders. As a rule, nloth 
ing can be worse in taste and design than these: the 
grates are not only hideous in shape, but in the better 
rooms of the house are often of burnished steel with 

laid-on ormolu mouldings, all necessitating a large 
amount of time and labor in keeping bright and clean, 
As a rule, these grates are as- extravagant.as they are 
ugly, consuming a maximum quantity of coal, and giv 
ing out a minimum.amount of heat; as a consequence 
all kinds of -attempts are made to diminish.the consump 

tion and increase the heat, by inserting fire 
lump sides or balls, and putting in iron false 
.bottoms. All these makeshifts' are unsatis 

*factory. There is.no reason why'you should 
-not have good artistic grates, combined with 
-a maximum amount of. heat from the coal 
consumed and if the room be large, and 
'access can be got to th'e external air- by 
* means of many of the now -well-known ven 
tilating grates, pure warmed fresh air can 
be supplied at will, to. add to the' warmth 
* and comfort of the rooms, at a comparative 
ly small expense. 
Among the general articles of furniture 

associated with modern fireplaces, . nothing 
.can be worse than the hideous and common 
place fenders of cast-iron' or burnished steel, 
with ormoha enrichments laid on, and which 
are either constantly coming unscrewed,'or 
.offering traps for the -destruction of ladies'. 
dresses- by their projecting points a'nd so 
.called ornaments. 'Beyond all this, they are. 
a constant source of annoyance, .by collect 
ing . dust and dirt. in their scroll-pattern 
angles, -and under tlhe raised iron or steel 
bottoms. They. are, if of steel, elaborate1y 
-burnished and chased, eminently costly, and 
involve -a large. expenditure of time' and. 
*trouble, .equally with the grate of similar 
.character, to keep clean. My.advice to you. 
is to get'rid of them at once, sell -them for 
'what they.will 'fetch,' and in- lieu of what, at 
its best, is a clumsy'and inartistic protection' 
from the falling cinders 'and 'hot ashes, sub 
stitute plain polished marble or hard stone 
'fenders. For all practical purposes these 
,are better than the miserable iron- or steel 
* fenders, are not likely to get .in the way.of 
dresses, with ordinary fair treatment are not 
likely to get chipped br- broken, and are 

much more pleasant and artistic to.look at. 
Only take care that they are not made of the 
usual section-that-is to say, .with a face at 
right angles to the hearth, rendering it diffi 
cult to properly brush out the dust and dirt 
from the angles. Let the section be curved 
or splayed down gradually to-the hearth sur 
face, so as to; in fact, form only a moulded 
frame, .without offering any corners -or right 
angles for the collection of dirt. 
'' Fire-irons should be as plain as possible, 
their purpose being eminently for use, not 
show, and these can lie either on the marble 

fender or on plain simple movable. stands, and are 
better than all the twisted forms and all the pierced 
pattern abominations which make up the general pat 
terns. 

If you object to marble or stone fenders, I suggest 
that, instead of all the bad cast-iron and ormolu. or 

namentation, you 
should. have a sim 
ply designed high 
fender, say. two feet. 
high, made of plain 
wrought-iron bars, 
and filled in with 
pierced brass work, 
by which means you 
will obtain not only 
additional protec 
tion, but in part a 
useful screen from 
the fire. 

If only an addi 
tional protection be 
required, I suggest 

a movable screen about two feet high, made with 
a plain polished wrought-iron or steel frame, with 
good ornamental terminals, and filled in with brass or 
steel wire netting, to stand inside the marble fender. 
In this way protection is obtained from the fire surface 
in the grate, without materially interfering with the 
heat thrown into the room, . 
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